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AFTER VILLEFONTAINE SCANDAL NEW PEDOPHILIA CASES AT OTHER PUBLIC
FRENCH SCHOOLS
PARENTS GRIEVANCES AGAINST EDUCATION

Paris, Washington DC, 01.04.2015, 23:57 Time

USPA NEWS - Following twenty complaints filed by the parents of the school Villefontaine, who led the arrest of a primary school
principal recidivist pedophile, National Education is looking closely at other cases of pedophiles in public school. New cases of
pedophilia revealed by the press in other schools.

The sanction of the pedophile recidivist (Director of a Public Primary School in Villefontaine) revoked this morning by the French
Minister of Education, is welcome but a little late, for the recidivist who had his first conviction of Justice since 2008. Meanwhile, he
was able to do his job again alongside of minors and recurred until last week. ----------------------------------------------(See article http://ww
w.newsrama.uspa24.com/bericht-3687/a-recidivist-pedophile-director-of-primary-school-stopped-by-police-in-
france.html)---------------------------------------------REVOLTS OF PARENTS AND FILING COMPLAINTS WALK A SILENT MARCH IN
VILLEFONTAINE-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Investigators were contacted by 14 parents, (Including vents crossed the pedophile principal, without attending school) that would
advance new suspected cases. Nine (9) new complaints concerning two boys and seven girls aged 6 to 7 years, attending school
Villefontaine were filed. White silent march 1000 people, was held last Saturday in Villefontaine to demonstrate against this tragedy.
Besides the feeling of shame and prejudice to humiliation for families and residents whose sad memory is now linked to the name of
the quiet little town of France, which are the remains unfair.-------------------------------------------------------
THE PARENTS GET ORGANIZED BY CREATING A "COLLECTIVE" JUDICIALLY
After the shock of the scandal of pedophile recidivist primary school principal Villefonaine, parents of kids armed themselves legally by
creating a group to frame their complaints and protect their children. The victims both dirty and soiled by this tragedy, some even feel
"guilty of obeying" which is a double pain. After the judicial opening, the discontent of parents as well as social networks speaking at
keen on shocking situation in an already tense political context, does not make the situation "serene" to establish the circumstances
and the responsibility to blame some level of responsibility.
OTHER PROVEN CASES REVEALED BY THE PRESS IN A DOMINO EFFECT-----------------------------------------------
Another case, turned out today in a school of Britany (Nearby the city "Rennes") concerning suspicions about a sports teacher who
was suspended from office pending the police and judicial investigation.-----------------------------------------------------------
In Moselle region, a music teacher at Marly would have sent pornographic mails exchanged (Of pedophile nature) with a minor student
(the sixty-old). He was suspended in February 2015. So a new confirmed case of recidivist. This is the third case in two weeks proved
to be pedophilia under the National Education, at public schools.--------------------------------------------------
That's it that shocks and worries the parents and teachers : remaining at his workstation, despite after being convicted of pedophilia
enabled him to make recurrence.

NAJAT VALAUD BELKACEM EDUCATION MINISTER HAS "REVOKED FOR GOOD" THE RECIDIVIST PEDOPHILE
DIRECTOR---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Minister of National Education Najat Vallaud Belkacem said yesterday that now "pedophile director is revoked for good" (of the
school of Villefontaine). The minister adds "We take the issue head-on", a very inappropriate as a slip of language (expression to
comment on the repression of pedophilia in schools). which literally in French means "We take subject bodily".
She added "We conducted an administrative investigation that aims to shed light on the shortcomings of our system, and to correct its
dysfunctions."-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This statement came just before the press released by the other signaling proven cases in two other public schools immediately after
(Yesterday afternoon and evening).This does not happen at the best timing.--------------------------------------------------------
The discovery of these new confirmed cases in French public schools, are both reassuring to prevent harm in the future, but suggests
that "other cases" were revealed suddenly, following these relapses pedophiles already been sentenced in the past. Is that there would
be others (Means pedophiles at Schools) that are not detected as "systematic procedure" of the academic inspection that does not
refer to the criminal record of all teachers on recruitment unless for the newly recruited or trainee?
These cases of pedophilia tarnish Education, one of the strong pillars of French institutions, to which the French are attached. The
disappointment and anger is all the stronger and understandable that parents are both shocked and angry that their confidence in the



"public school is now tarnished". In fact what shocks the public and parents now falls suspicion, because it is about of recurrence,
despite the reactions in posteriori to revoke for good the principal pedophile 7 years after his conviction. Source : AFP, Dauphine, BFM
TV For more information see education.gouv.fr, www.justice.gouv.fr------------------------------
(See article http://www.newsrama.uspa24.com/bericht-3687/a-recidivist-pedophile-director-of-primary-school-stopped-by-police-in-
france.html.
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